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Match the words that are similar in meaning. Drag and drop the word 

next to its synonym. 

SORT ELEMENTS 

wonder    enormous 

hide     amazement 

true     loyal 

gigantic    conceal 

foe     courage 

bravery    enemy 
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Match the words that are similar in meaning. Drag and drop the word 

next to its synonym. 

SORT ELEMENTS 

strong     surrender 

look      odour 

saluted     imitate 

feathers     greeted 

copy      hoax 

smell      glance 

yield      plume 

obstinate     powerful 

trick      prohibit 

forbid     stubborn 
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Circle one word from the list below that is a synonym of “fatigue“. 

 miserable  stubborn  weariness  rowdy 

 

Circle one word from the list below that is a synonym of “clothes“. 

 lament   shrine   plume   raiment 

 

Circle one word from the list below that is a synonym of “agile“. 

 nimble   insane   heroic   strong 

 

Circle one word from the list below that is a synonym of “clear“. 

 sleek   transparent   obstinate  coarse 

 

Circle one word from the list below that is a synonym of “feather“. 

 marine   quaint   raiment  plume 

 

Circle one word from the list below that is a synonym of “swamp“. 

 roam   thrust   malady   marsh 

 

Circle one word from the list below that is a synonym of “assemble“. 

 lament   converse  insolent  gather 
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Circle one word from the list below that is a synonym of “coax“. 

 astonish  persuade  join  moan 

 

Circle one word from the list below that is a synonym of “brave“. 

 vacate   vanquish  valour  unite 

 

Circle one word from the list below that is a synonym of “forbid“. 

 transparent  prohibit  regret  remedy 

 

Circle a meaning for the word in bold. 

1. The courageous boy jump into the pool to save drowning boy. 

 fearful   cruel   brave   timid 

 

2. Mom’s flight was cancelled because of the hurricane. 

 displaced  promoted  annulled  increased 

 

 

 


